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ABSTRACT

The concentration dependence of the electrical resistivity of amorphous

Fe B alloys has teen studied over a broad composition range. The measurements

for KF sputtered films made in the liquid helium temperature have been analyzed in

the framework of the diffraction model. The calculated results are in good agreement

with the experimental data in the range of concentration 0.12< x <0.3T where

samples are amorphous and have a metallic character.
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Amorphous FeB alloys have been extensively studied for the last years

because of their interesting mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties.

There are, however, surprisingly few works dealing with a systematic investigation

of the dependence of the electrical resistivity of these alloys on concentration

[l and references therein].

This work presents new measurements of their resistivity in the liquid

helium temperature and calculations which explain the results within the diffraction

model.

Our samples of Fe B alloys were prepared as thin films by means of

the RF sputtering technique. Amorphous state was confirmed in a wide range of

boron concentration 0.12 $ x ̂ 0.70 by electron diffraction microscopy. The

resistivity was measured by four-probe method at the temperature It,2 K. Further

experimental details can be found in papers [l] and [2]. Results are reported in

the table.

The diffraction model [3 and refs, therein], originally formulated for

liquid metals and alloys, has been the most frequently used tool for calculating

the electrical resistivity of solid amorphous metallic systems. The formula for

the resistivity of an alloy containing a transition metal in the single-site

approximation reads:

(1)

with

<„
where fl~ is the average atomic volume, is the Fermi wave-vector,l~ g o c olume, ky i s the Fermi wavevector, vp

is the Fermi velocity, c are the concentrations, t the t-mstrices of the
components and 5^, are the Ashcroft-Langreth part ia l structure factors [k].

The l a t t e r can, in principle, be obtained from experiment, as . was done for
F e0 8 B0 2 l^]* but i t Is rather a formidable task. We calculated them from the
Percus-Yevick dense random packing of hand spheres model using the Fortran
programme given by Waseda [k] and f i t t ing the input parameters to the experimental
shape of the to ta l structure factor. The best f i t Is the same as in [6]: atomic
diameters a ? e = 0.233 nm, c^ = O.163 nm. The to ta l packing fraction

(3)
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is a function of these diameters of concentration x

density, d beeauae

and of the experimental

3 3

where u are the atomic weights (fitf i s in ran i f d i s in g/cm ) . For boron

concentrat ion x = 0.17, n = 0 . 5 5 and ca lcula ted values of the f i r s t peak height

and pos i t ion d i f f e r from experimental ones [7] by 1% only .
The explicit form of the t-matrix

^

«•-;&.
(5)

where n^lEp) are the phase shifts for scattering on the Fermi sphere, indicates

that the integral (l) depends essentially on the values of the Fermi wave vector k

and the Fermi energy Ep. Moreover, according to [8] and [9], this integral is

very sensitive to even slight changes of It,, and Ep. Then, the proper choice of

.heir values is a key problem in calculations. Many authors use the free-electron

formula

(6)

where Z is the total number of s and d electrons and N is a correction
t m

due to multiple scattering effects. The solution of Eq.(8) is identified with

F . Here Z. is well defined but N is rather unknown. Fogarassy et al. [6]
r t m

fitted K to the experimental value of the resistivity for x = 0.17 and claimed
m

that reasonable results were obtained for other samples using the same value of N

(they did not publish^. other results, unfortunately). The Fermi vector was also

calculated from the free electron relation

2. (9)

- 1, as 19-9 nm~ however i t gives Ẑ = 2.85 and hence Z = 2.83. Such a number of

conduction electrons given by Fe atom is rather unlikely.

In this work we suggest to estimate !L from the fact that temperature

coefficient of resist ivity (TCR) of Fe B alloy changes i t s sign at x = 0.28

and becomes negative [ l ] . For transition-metal-based amorphous alloys, the largest

contribution to the resist ivi ty comes from the transition metal d-wave phase

shift ri-CEp,)-. Besides, the integral (l) is dominated by the backward scattering

contribution. Thus we can explain the general trends in the resistivity in these

FeB systems using the approximate formula t3,8]

(10)

where

Z - (T)

is the effective valence, thus £/^Q corresponds to the density of conduction

electrons. However, the choice of numbers of conduction electrons Z, given

by both components is made ina' somewhat arbitrary way and varies from work to

work. Other authors (see e.g.[6]) follow the method suggested by Esposito et

al. [9] based on Lloyd's expression [10] for the integrated density of states

per atom

S depends on temperature approximately as [ll]

4
(11)

where e~
2w(T) ±s the Debye-WalJ. er factor at temperature T. Considering the

definition of TCR

s JT

one can see t h a t i f then

(12)

and a = 0. We calculated SQ(<l} for

B,, „„ and we found that0.2o uT1

of the peak) and

S~(<l) = 1 for a,, • 0.276 nm~ (left-hand-side0 ' ihs
= 0.357 nm~ (right-hand-side). Then possible average
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numbers of conduction electrons are igyls ~ 0.888 or z. = 1.91 respectively.
It i s necessary to calculate the res is t iv i ty for both values of Z to set t le
which one is preferable. Performing numerical computation we made use of phase
shifts given by Waseda and Wright [12] for amorphous iron taking Ej, from
relation (9). The phase shifts generated by boron atoms were assumed to be energy
independent and their numerical values were taken from [6] . The values of
res is t iv i ty calculated in this way turned out to Toe: p , = 255 uficm, p^, = 125 uQctr

Comparing them with the experimental value p = 139 V̂ cm we have chosen the
e>xp

rhs solution.

We cannot unambigously determine, of course, the component valencies

from the relations (6) and (7) solely. Nevertheless,assumine the value 2 kp = qrhg

as a rule and trying a set of possible contributions Z , Z_ that give values
_1 B Je

of 2 L close to 0,357 ran we found that the best fit to the experimental

value of p was Z^ = 1.5 , Z F g = 2. The calculated values are given in the table

together with the experimental ones for better comparison (the packing fraction n

and the aveiage atomic volume fiQ were obtained using the experimental density

taken from fl3] and linearly extrapolated). One can see that the agreement is

rather good. The discrepancies at the extreme paints can be easily understood.

The alloy containing 12? of B is actually a mixture of two phases:

polyerystalline and amorphous ones, therefore the observed resistivity is lower

than the predicted one.

On the other hand, the measurements of the optical properties of a-Fe . B

alloys [lU] show that they lose their metallic character for x > 0.50. Thus, the

actual resistivity is much higher than that expected on the basis of the nearly

free-electron approximation.

We can conclude that the diffraction model describes fairly well the changes

in the resistivity of these alloys in the range of concentration 0.12 < x ̂  0.37

if we assume conduction electron, contributions Z_ = 1.5 and Z_ =2.0.
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TABLE

Calculated and experimental resistivity for various l)oron concentrations x

X

0.12

0.18

O.Sh

o.sa

0.32

0.37

0.70

n

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.5^

0.53

0.52

0.1+8

p c a l c . [yflcm]

127

125

133

131.

137

H i

165

p exp. [uficm] a t . k .2 K

110

130

136

139

.11*2

153

330
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